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Abstract

Object-oriented and object-relational databases (OODB) need to be able to load the vast quantities
of data that OODB users bring to them. Loading OODB data is signi�cantly more complicated than
loading relational data due to the presence of relationships, or references, in the data. In our previous
work, we presented algorithms for loading new objects that only share relationships with other new
objects. However, it is frequently the case that new objects need to share relationships with objects
already in the database.

In this paper we propose using queries within the load data �le to identify the existing objects and
suggest using parameterized functions to designate similar queries. We then propose a novel evaluation
strategy for the queries that defers evaluation until all the queries can be evaluated together. All of the
instantiations of a single query function can then be treated as a join between the function parameters and
the collection over which the function ranges, rather than evaluated as individual queries. We implement
both traditional one-query-at-a-time evaluation strategies and our new strategy in a load algorithm for
the Shore persistent object repository and present a performance study showing that the new strategy
is at least an order of magnitude better when there are many relationships to objects already in the
database.

1 Introduction

As object-oriented and object-relational databases (OODB) attract more and more users, the problem of

loading the users' data into the OODB becomes more and more important. Loading is currently a bottleneck

in many OODB applications [CMR+94], and the current methods of loading are inadequate.

Although relational database systems provide a load utility to e�ciently load large numbers of objects,

the current commercial object-oriented databases [Ont94, Obj92, LLOW91, Ver93] do not. Relationships

between objects complicate the process of loading object-oriented data, and render relational solutions

inadequate. In our previous work [WN94, WN95], we addressed many of the problems posed by relationships

in loading a new database. However, we ignored the problem of creating relationships between new objects

and objects that already exist in the database.

Yet users need to incrementally load data. Consider the following examples, all of which require that

new objects share relationships with existing objects.
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� A university database models students, courses, and department information. Each semester, new

sections of courses are o�ered, and students register for those sections. A typical load contains the

new sections, each of which has a relationship to its existing course description object, and the new

registrations (one per student per course), each of which has a relationship to the new section and to

the (existing) student who registered.

� A scienti�c experiment database captures information about the input and output of various soil science

experiments. A complex object connecting the hundreds of input parameters is constructed to describe

an experiment. Then the experiment is run, possibly many times, and the results must be loaded into

the database and connected to the appropriate experiment object and its inputs. For example, objects

describing the growth of each plant must be connected to the objects describing the plants.

Although the load utilities o�ered by the object-relational systems Illustra [Ill94] and UniSQL [Kim94]

solve some of the problems posed by relationships, they are incapable of connecting new objects to existing

objects during the load. Instead, those relationships must be created by update statements after the load

is complete. Although batch update statements may be used, the statements must identify exactly the new

objects to be updated, and to which existing objects each should be connected | which can be quite di�cult

when there are many such objects. If individual update statements are used, evaluating them is necessarily

ine�cient, often orders of magnitude worse than if the updates were batched [WN95].

In this paper, we focus on how to identify existing objects in the database and on how and when to

create relationships to them, as part of the load. In the data �le describing the new objects, each new object

description speci�es the existing objects to which it should be connected. We propose using queries as the

most natural means of identifying existing objects. For example, it is already possible to use queries to

connect objects when creating them with individual insert statements in Illustra [Ill94], although not when

creating them during a bulk load.

We further suggest using query functions to de�ne similar queries. A query function de�nes a query

where some or all of the query constants are parameters to the function. Query functions are common in

relational database systems, such as Sybase [Syb92] and Informix [Inf94]. Using query functions has two

advantages. First, query optimization is only necessary per query function, rather than per query. Second,

use of the query functions allows easy identi�cation of similar queries. We give examples of query functions

in Section 2; the research OODB systems Iris [FBC+90] and Postgres [RS87] both support query functions,

as does Illustra [Ill94].

The main contribution of this paper is our observation that similar queries can be evaluated together

during the load, and that doing so provides huge performance gains. We address both how to evaluate the
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queries, and how to integrate the query evaluation into a load algorithm. We also discuss when to update

the existing objects that share bidirectional relationships with new objects, and hence need to be modi�ed.

After describing our new technique, we present a performance study comparing it to simpler techniques.

1.1 Related work

Our previous work [WN94, WN95] focuses on loading objects into OODBs, but as we mentioned, we ignored

the problem of connecting new objects to existing objects until now.

In the context of scienti�c experiments, Cushing et al. [CMR+94] propose using proxy objects to keep

track of an experiment's input objects and to facilitate loading the result objects, including linking them

to the input objects. However, the process of identifying the existing input objects is just pushed earlier in

time, from when the results are loaded to when the proxy is constructed. (They propose using a graphical

tool to identify the existing objects, which will not scale well.) Also, they do not discuss how or when during

the load to create the relationships.

Sellis [Sel88] and others [PS88] look at how to optimize and evaluate multiple queries. However, they do

not consider queries that have the same form but di�erent constants in their predicates, which is exactly the

set of queries we would like to optimize together. Furthermore, much of their work focuses on recognizing

related queries. We let the explicit use of query functions solve the recognition problem.

Evaluating multiple instances of query functions is also related to evaluating correlated subqueries. The

techniques we apply to evaluate multiple queries together are similar to those for decorrelating subqueries

[Kim82, Day87, GW87], and attain similar improvements in performance. However, the work on decorrelation

focuses on when to rewrite a single query; our \rewriting" groups together multiple queries that are submitted

(as part of the load) at the same time.

1.2 Structure of the paper

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present an example schema and

give examples of query functions. Then we present our algorithms for query evaluation, and describe how to

modify a load algorithm to incorporate query evaluation in Section 3. Section 4 describes our implementation,

and we present our performance study and results in Section 5. We conclude and outline our future work in

Section 6.

2 Loading example

We use an example database schema and data �le, including queries, to illustrate the query evaluation

techniques in our loading algorithms.
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2.1 Example database schema

interface Course f
attribute char name[20];

attribute int number;

relationship Ref<Department> dept

inverse Department::courses;

relationship Set<Section> sections

inverse Section::course;

g;

interface Section f
attribute char semester[5];

attribute int year;

attribute int section number;

relationship Ref<Course> course

inverse Course::sections;

relationship Set<Enrollment> enrolled

inverse Enrollment::section;

g;

interface Student f
attribute char name[40];

relationship Set<Enrollment> classes

inverse Enrollment::students;

g;

interface Enrollment f
relationship Ref<Section> section

inverse Section::enrolled;

relationship Ref<Student> student

inverse Student::classes;

attribute int num credits;

attribute char grade[2];

g;

Figure 1: University database schema de�nition in ODL.

The example schema de�nes the relevant portions of the university database mentioned in Section 1. In

this schema, each Course has a one-to-many relationship with a Department, and a many-to-one relationship

with Sections of the course. Enrollment has a one-to-one relationship with both a Student and a Section,

representing the Student's enrollment in that Section. We de�ne the schema in Figure 1 using the Object

De�nition Language proposed by ODMG [Cat93].

2.2 Example query functions

In Figure 2, we de�ne two query functions over the university database. Note that except for giving

each query a name, the queries look very much like ordinary SQL queries (with object-oriented extensions).1

1The range clause should specify a homogeneous collection, but the collection need not be a type extent; another top-level
collection or a collection inside another object might be used instead.
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define query function find student(X) as

select s

from Student s

where s.name = X;

define query function find course(Y,Z) as

select c

from Course c

where c.dept.name = Y and c.number = Z;

Figure 2: Query function de�nitions.

find course("CS", "101") ) select c

from Course c

where c.dept.name = "CS"

and c.number = "101";

Figure 3: Example instantiation of a query function.

However, we have replaced the constants in the query predicates with parameters of the query function.

The parameters (X, Y and Z, above) represent values that will be �lled in by an instantiation of the query

function. Figure 3 shows an example instantiation, and the full query to which it is equivalent. The query

retrieves the course o�ered by the CS Department whose course number is 101.

The order of the queries in the data �le must not be signi�cant. That is, we require that the answer to a

query should not change based on whether or not certain objects described in the data �le have already been

created. Note that each query should select exactly one object. Since a query may select potentially many

objects, some method must be chosen to ensure that only one object is returned. For our experiments, if more

than one object matched the query, we chose one at random. Also, because queries are intended to select

one object, we only consider equijoin predicates. Di�erent algorithms would be required for non-equijoin

queries. Although we only implemented support for queries with one collection in the range clause, allowing

multiple collections (i.e., joins) in the range clause is a straightforward extension of the implementation.

2.3 Example data �le

In Figure 4, we show a portion of an example data �le which uses the query functions de�ned in Figure 2.

The complete data �le also contains the query function de�nitions in Figure 2. Since the Student and

Course objects are already in the database, query function instantiations are used to represent relationships

between them and the new Section and Enrollment objects. Relationships between the new objects are

represented by the integer surrogates which precede each object description. Both the surrogates and the

query instantiations must be resolved to the correct OIDs to store in each new object. In the case of the
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Section(semester, year, section number, course) f
15: "Fall", 1995, 1, find course("CS", "101");

16: "Fall", 1995, 2, find course("CS", "101");

g

Enrollment(section, student, num credits) f
21: 15, find student("Sally"), 3;

22: 15, find student("George"), 3;

23: 15, find student("Alice"), 4;

24: 16, find student("Manish"), 3;

g

Figure 4: Example data �le using query functions.

query instantiations, resolving them to OIDs involves evaluating the queries they represent. In addition,

because the relationships are bidirectional, the inverse (existing) objects must also store the OID(s) of the

corresponding new object(s). In the next section, we discuss how to evaluate the query instantiations, and

when to update the existing inverse objects.

3 Query evaluation in the load algorithm

The simplest method of evaluation is to evaluate each instantiation of a query function separately, when it

is �rst encountered. We �rst present two variants of this strategy, which we call immediate-evaluation. One

variant is always applicable, while the other requires an appropriate index. This strategy corresponds to a

nested-loops join between the query instantiations (as the outer relation) and the collection over which the

query ranges (as the inner relation).

Then we present another strategy, deferred-evaluation, which defers evaluating any of the query instanti-

ations until they have all been seen, so that they may be evaluated together. Therefore, at evaluation time,

any join technique may be used to join the query instantiations and the query collection.

In all cases, we defer updates to the existing objects (which are needed when the relationship is bidi-

rectional) so that they can be processed e�ciently, without random and repetitive I/O. We showed in our

previous work [WN94, WN95] that batching and sorting updates to objects, instead of applying them as

they are discovered, can decrease the total load time by several orders of magnitude.

We integrate each strategy into our previous load algorithm, the partitioned-list algorithm [WN95], and

present the complete resulting algorithm. At the end of this section, we discuss the timing of the steps

involved in handling queries in the load, and examine the performance and concurrency trade-o�s involved

in performing those steps earlier or later in the load algorithm.
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3.1 Immediate evaluation

In this strategy, whenever a query instantiation appears in the data �le, it is immediately evaluated and

resolved to the OID of a matching (existing) object. We looked at two common techniques for evaluating

single queries with one or more selection predicates over a collection.

Scan the collection The simplest way to evaluate a query which ranges over a collection is to scan the

collection, examining each object to see if it matches the query predicates. Once a match is found,

the scan halts. The cost of evaluating a single query is proportional to the size of the collection, C.

Because each query is evaluated separately, the cost of evaluating N queries is O(C �N ).

Use an index to probe the collection If an index is available on one or more of the attributes in the

query predicates, then an obvious variation of immediate-evaluation is to use the index to probe the

collection, rather than scanning it. If the collection spans more than a few pages, using an index to

�nd potential matches can be much faster than scanning the collection. The cost of evaluating a single

query is then the cost of an index lookup, plus the cost of checking the objects retrieved via the index

until a match is found. If the height of the index is h, then the cost of using the index to evaluate the

query is proportional to h+ 1 (assuming a single object is retrieved by the index lookup). The cost of

evaluating N queries is thus O(h �N ). Generally, h is much smaller than C.

We now present the partitioned-list algorithm, modi�ed to use immediate-evaluation to handle queries

in the data �le. A more complete description of the partitioned algorithm (without queries) is available in

our earlier work [WN95]. Parts of step 1 and step 3 are new; the rest of the algorithm remains unchanged.

We continue to use an id map, todo list, inverse todo list, and and update list to keep track of relationships

between new objects.

The id map correlates the surrogates and OIDs of new objects; when an OID is assigned to an object,

we insert a new entry into the id map containing the object's surrogate and OID. The todo list keeps track

of surrogates seen in the data �le, that must be translated to the corresponding OIDs to store in objects.

When a surrogate is read in the data �le as part of an object's description, we generate a todo list entry

containing the OID of the object to update (the object being described), the surrogate indicating what to

store in the object, and some information about where and how to store it. The inverse todo list is similar:

it keeps track of surrogates corresponding to objects to update, and the OIDs that must be stored in them.

The partitioned-list algorithm translates the surrogates into OIDs by joining the todo list and inverse todo

list with the id map. The resulting entries, containing OIDs of objects to update and OIDs to store in them,

comprise the update list.
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In addition, we use a separate update list to keep track of updates to existing objects caused by new

bidirectional relationships they share with new objects. These entries similarly contain the OID of the object

to update, the OID to store in it, and information (such as o�sets) describing how and where to store it.

The complete algorithm, with details of the new steps, is as follows.

1. Read the data �le, and create the id map, todo list, and inverse todo list entries.

� For each relationship described by a query instantiation, instantiate the query function and eval-

uate it. (For example, suppose that the description of A contains a query identifying existing

object B. Evaluate the query to retrieve B's OID.) Create an update entry for A on the update

list, containing the OID just pre-assigned to A, the OID that is the query result (B's OID), and

some information about where to store the result OID.

{ If the relationship has an inverse, make an entry on a separate update list for existing objects,

indicating that the query result object B should be updated to contain the OID of A.

2. Sort the existing object update list so that the updates will be applied to existing objects in physically

sequential order,2 and grouped together by object to update. Update the existing objects.

After this step, the existing database objects will not be accessed again. Performing the updates this

early hopefully catches some of the existing objects still in the bu�er pool. However, locks must still

be maintained on the objects in case the load transaction must be rolled back.

3. If necessary, repartition the id map, todo list, and inverse todo list.

4. Join the todo list and inverse todo list with the id map to create the update list for new objects.

5. Sort the update list.

6. Read the data �le and sorted update list concurrently. Create the new objects; each object will contain

data for all of its relationships when it is created | no updates to new objects are necessary.

Note that since the load data structures are written and then read once each, sequentially, the only

redundant or random I/O in the algorithm is due to query evaluation. Scanning a collection for each query

causes multiple reads of each object in the collection, and using an index causes multiple reads of random

index pages, and reads of random pages in the collection. As in our previous work, we looked for ways to

reduce or eliminate the redundant and random I/O; this led to the deferred-evaluation strategy.

2If the objects have physical OIDs, we use the OIDs in the update entries as sort keys. If not, we retrieve and store each
object's physical location in the update entry at the time the entry is generated, when the object is still pinned by the query
evaluation. Then we use the physical locations as sort keys.
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3.2 Deferred evaluation

With immediate-evaluation, although each query may be evaluated by the most e�cient technique for a

single query, it is not clear that using this strategy for each query individually is the best global strategy.

For example, the �rst variant of immediate-evaluation scans the collection once for each query, checking

each object to see if it matches a set of predicate constants. However, it cost virtually nothing extra (if

the predicates are simple) to check each object against two sets of predicate constants. That is, the cost of

evaluating two queries together is nearly the same as that of evaluating one query.

This observation that two queries may be evaluated together more cheaply than separately is the intuition

behind deferred-evaluation: if we defer evaluating queries, we can evaluate the queries that di�er only in

their predicate constants (i.e., are di�erent instantiations of the same query function) together. We use an

instantiation table to keep track of all of the instantiations of a query function; the table contains one entry

per instantiation, and there is a separate table for each query function. Another way to view the evaluation

of all of the instantiations of a single function is then as a join between the instantiation table (containing

the sets of predicate constants) and the collection over which the query function ranges.

Deferred-evaluation, therefore, defers evaluating any query instantiation until all of the instantiations

are known. Then one join is performed per query function. We chose to implement (and describe) hybrid

hash join [DKO+84] for the join, but any join technique could be used. The complete load algorithm using

deferred-evaluation is now as follows; only the detailed steps are new.

1. Read the data �le, and create the id map, todo list, and inverse todo list entries. Allocate and �ll in

the query instantiation tables.

� For each query function, allocate an instantiation table.

� For each relationship described by a query instantiation, make an entry in the appropriate instan-

tiation table. The entry contains a representation of the query instantiation (i.e., the predicate

constants for the query), the OID of the object to update (which was just pre-assigned), and

information about how to update it and whether the relationship has an inverse.

� If an instantiation table grows too big to keep in memory, write it to disk. In our implementation,

the table is a hash table and we write the entries out in hash partitions in preparation for a hash

join. The partitioning function and the join use a simple hash function on the predicate constants.

Note that duplicate query instantiations are easily detected and are grouped together in the instan-

tiation table. In fact, we save only the object update information for duplicates; we do not save two
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copies of the instantiation. Then during the join, duplicates are handled together. In direct contrast,

both variants of immediate-evaluation will evaluate each duplicate instantiation separately, since each

query instantiation is handled separately.

2. Join each query instantation table with the collection over which the query ranges. Create entries on

the existing object update list and the new object update list.

Since we had to hand-code the join algorithm, we chose to implement a single join algorithm, a hash

join with the instantiation table as the build relation, and the collection over which the query ranges

as the probe relation.

For each query function:

If the instantiation table is still in memory:

� Scan the collection over which the query ranges. For each object in the collection, probe the table.

{ For each matching query instantiation (including duplicates), make an entry on the (new

object) update list with the saved OID of the object to update, the saved information about

the relationship, and the OID of the collection object to store in the object.

{ If the relationship has an inverse, make an entry on the update list for existing objects,

indicating that the collection object should be updated with the OID of the new object.

If the instantiation table has been written to disk:

� Repartition the instantiation table if necessary.

If any of the partitions is too large to �t in memory, split all of the partitions by rehashing on the

instantiations' predicate constants. Repeat until all partitions can (individually) �t in memory,

which is necessary for building the hash table below.

� The instantation table has been written to disk in hash partitions. Allocate an equal number of

partitions for the collection. Scan the query collection.

{ For each object, hash on its values for the query predicates and write (a copy of) the object

to the appropriate partition. Note that the entire object need not be written; we write only

its OID and the values needed to evaluate the query.

� Join each corresponding pair of instantiation table and collection object partitions.

{ Read the instantiation table partition into memory.
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{ Scan the collection partition. For each object in the partition, probe the table and handle

each match as above.

3. Sort the update list for existing objects and update the objects.

4. If necessary, repartition the id map, todo list, and inverse todo list.

5. Join the todo list and inverse todo list with the id map to create the update list for new objects.

6. Sort the update list.

7. Read the data �le and sorted update list concurrently. Create the new objects; each object will contain

data for all of its relationships when it is created | no updates to new objects are necessary.

From step 3 onwards, the load algorithm is the same for both immediate-evaluation and deferred-

evaluation. Step 3 is desirable for updating the existing objects, instead of performing the updates as

they are discovered, for two reasons. First, the actual object may not be in memory when the join is per-

formed, and physically consecutive objects will probably not be listed consecutively in the original update

list, especially if the object collection is partitioned for the join. Second, more than one query function may

range over the same collection, and contribute updates to the same objects. Therefore, it is better to defer

the updates until they are all known, and sort them into physically sequential order. A single sequential pass

over the portion of the database containing the query collections then su�ces to update all of the existing

objects.

We note that deferred-evaluation could use any join technique. Since Shore does not currently have query

processing capabilities, we had to write the join code and we chose to implement only hash join. However,

if the instantiation table were stored as a generic table (i.e., as a relation or a set of objects), then it would

be feasible to use any join operator to perform the join. If appropriate statistics on the instantiation table

were gathered as the instantiations were added, it might also be possible to let a query optimizer pick the

appropriate join strategy. (There are cases where the roles of build and probe relation should be reversed, for

example.) However, storing the instantiation table generically does carry some liabilities: for example, each

instantiation would necessarily carry the overhead of an object; we avoided such overhead in our hard-coded

approach. Also, the join operator would need to feed the join results into the update lists | which is easy

if and only if the update lists are also stored internally as tables, and not as (potentially more e�cient)

load-speci�c data structures.

The cost of evaluating all of the instantiations of a query function using deferred-evaluation is only O(C),

the cost of scanning the collection once, if the instantiation table �ts in memory. If the instantiation table
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gets written to disk, then the cost is O((2 � P + 1) � C + 2 � (R + 1) � N ), where R is the number of times

the instantiation table is repartitioned and P is the number of passes needed to partition the collection. We

expect R to be 0 or 1 and P to be 1 in most cases, so that this cost formula simpli�es to O(3 �C + 2 �N ).

We therefore predicted that deferred-evaluation would perform very well whenever there were more than

a trivial number of query instantiations, and would always perform better than the scanning variant of

immediate-evaluation.

3.3 Timing of query evaluation

We now examine the concurrency and performance trade-o�s involved in processing queries during the load.

Clearly, none of the newly loaded objects should be visible until the load is complete; otherwise, the user will

see relationships to objects that have not yet been created and it will not be possible to abort and rollback

the load.

Similarly, once the existing objects have been updated with relationships to new objects, the existing

objects must remain exclusively locked for the remainder of the load. However, before the existing objects

are updated, other transactions may read them, and before the existing objects are retrieved, i.e., before

the queries are evaluated, the existing objects may be updated by other transactions. Therefore, to get the

best concurrency, it is desirable to defer evaluating the queries and updating the existing objects as long as

possible.

For the best performance, on the other hand, it is desirable to evaluate the queries and update the objects

as early as possible. By evaluating the queries early, the \updates" to the new objects can be sorted together

with the \updates" that come from the todo and inverse todo lists. Therefore, these updates can be applied

as the objects are created, and do not involve updating the object at all. If the queries are evaluated after

the objects are created, then another pass over the new database is necessary to perform the updates.

Suppose the queries are evaluated early, as proposed above, but the updates to the existing objects are

delayed until after the new objects have been created. This may yield good performance and de�nitely a�ords

better concurrency. However, there may be a performance advantage in updating the objects immediately

after retrieving them (they may still be in the bu�er pool), or in sorting the update list immediately after

creating it (sorted runs of updates may still be in the bu�er pool).

Since concurrency is not something we can measure with single-user tests on a single machine, and the

algorithms described in detail above will de�nitely yield the best performance, these are the algorithms we

implemented. However, if concurrency is a critical objective, this decision should be revisited.
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4 Experimental con�guration

4.1 Implementation

We implemented all of the algorithms in C++. The database was stored under the Shore storage manager

[CDF+94]. We ran all of the algorithms on a Hewlett-Packard 9000/720. The database volume was a 2

gigabyte Seagate ST-12400N disk controlled exclusively by Shore. The data �le resided on a separate disk

and thus did not interfere with the database I/O. The bu�er pool for each experiment was 4 Mb.

For these tests, we turned logging o�, as would be expected for a load utility [Moh93]. By applying our

resumable load algorithm [WN95], we are able to turn o� logging of existing data safely, i.e., such that the

load can be undone after a system crash or transaction abort, or can be resumed from the last checkpoint.

In general, the log documents both the actions of each transaction, and the order in which they occurred.

Since the load data �le completely describes the actions of the load, and the objects being updated by the

load cannot be read or written by any other concurrent transactions, the log becomes redundant to the load

�le and checkpoint record. A small set of state information (which is kept in the checkpoint record) plus the

created objects and other data structures on disk su�ciently describe how far the load has progressed and

how to resume or undo it if the load is interrupted before completion.

4.2 Data characteristics

Both the new and the existing database objects were 200 bytes. The schema for each new object contained ten

bidirectional relationships. We listed �ve relationships explicitly with each object in the data �le. The other

�ve relationships were their inverses. Four of the �ve explicit relationships were always shared with another

new object. The �fth relationship was either to an existing object (represented by a query instantiation)

or to a new object. Whenever the relationship was shared with an existing object, the existing object was

updated, causing it to grow larger than 200 bytes.

We varied the number of objects to control the sizes of the existing database and the data set being loaded.

Each data set had 5000 objects per megabyte (Mb) of data. We also built an index on the existing database

collection, so that immed-eval-index could use it. The data �les for the new data were approximately half

as large as the data set they described, e.g, the data �le for the 10 Mb data set was 4.1 Mb.

5 Performance results

We ran a series of experiments to show how the query evaluation algorithms performed with di�erent existing

database and load data set con�gurations. We varied the size of the existing object collection over which the

queries ranged, the size of the data set being loaded, the percentage of object descriptions that contained
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queries, and the number of distinct queries (i.e., the number of existing objects that were the result of a

query). In each performance test, we held three of the above factors constant, and varied only one of them.

The bu�er pool for each experiment was 4 Mb.

Abbreviation Query evaluation strategy Variant

immed-eval Immediate-evaluation Scan collection
immed-eval-index Immediate-evaluation Use index over collection
deferred-eval Deferred-evaluation

Table 1: Abbreviations for query evaluation strategies.

We use the abbreviations in Table 1 to refer to the load algorithms containing each of the query evaluation

strategies.

5.1 Varying the size of the existing object collection
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Figure 5: Comparing all of the query evaluation strategies for di�erent existing database sizes.

For the �rst set of experiments, we varied the size of the existing object collection from 100 objects

(0.02 Mb) to 10 Mb. We held the size of the data set being loaded constant at 10 Mb. Each new object

description contained exactly one query, which targeted an existing object chosen at random from the

collection.3 Figure 5 shows the results for all three query evaluation strategies when the existing object

collection �ts in the bu�er pool, and Figure 6 shows the results for immed-eval-index and deferred-eval when

it does not.

It is clear that immed-eval does not scale to handle queries over large collections, regardless of whether

they �t in the bu�er pool. Even when the existing collection only contains 100 objects on 3 pages, immed-

3By chosen at random, we mean that when the data �le was generated, the constants in each query instantiation were chosen
at random from the range of values held by existing objects. Each query in the data �le targeted a speci�c object in the existing
object collection.
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Figure 6: Comparing the better query evaluation strategies for di�erent existing database sizes.

eval is 50% slower than immed-eval-index and deferred-eval. As the size of the existing object collection

grows to 1 Mb, the amount of CPU time incurred by pinning and examining each object in the collection

once per query causes immed-eval to take an order of magnitude longer than either immed-eval-index or

deferred-eval, and at 2 Mb, immed-eval takes nearly 2 orders of magitude longer (16,032 vs. 231 seconds) to

�nish the load. When the extra I/O involved to scan a collection larger than the bu�er pool is coupled with

the high CPU costs, immed-eval becomes completely impractical to run.

Immed-eval-index is much less sensitive to the size of the existing object collection than immed-eval.

However, it is only as good as deferred-eval when the entire existing collection �ts in the bu�er pool. The

total time needed by immed-eval-index to load is directly correlated with the number of I/Os performed.

The number of I/Os needed to locate each existing object rises sharply with the 5 Mb collection, which does

not �t in the 4 Mb bu�er pool. The number of I/Os continues to rise steeply as less and less of the index

�ts in the bu�er pool, and fewer index and collection pages are still in the bu�er pool from a previous query

when they are needed again. After 30 Mb, the CPU time for immed-eval-index levels o�, since a constant

number of pages are pinned to answer each query. However, immed-eval-index still takes more than twice as

long to load as deferred-eval once the index doesn't �t im memory, e.g., taking 1820 vs. 606 seconds to load

when the object collection is 50 Mb. In addition, if immed-eval-index were really calling a query processor

to perform each query, its cost would have been much higher [Abi95], especially relative to deferred-eval,

which would call the query processor only once. We did not have a query processor for Shore, so all of those

calls (and their corresponding costs) were circumvented.

In direct contrast to immed-eval and immed-eval-index, deferred-eval shows a total load time that grows

slowly and linearly with the size of the existing object collection. Since deferred-eval scans the entire

collection, as the size of the collection grows, scanning it begins to dominate the number of I/Os performed.
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However, the total time is only moderately a�ected, since prefetching helps lower the cost of the I/Os, the

collection is only scanned once, and the query evaluation is only one part of the load.

Note that the CPU time for deferred-eval grows linearly with the size of existing object collection, because

a constant amount of work is done for each object in the collection. A hash key for the object is built and used

to probe the instantiation table. The CPU time for immed-eval-index, on the other hand, is proportional to

the number of queries, and irrespective of the size of the existing object collection (once the index no longer

�ts in the bu�er pool | not having to pin index pages does save CPU time). However, the I/O costs of the

algorithms dominate the total time, and therefore, deferred-eval continues to be the faster algorithm even

when it requires more CPU time.

5.2 Varying the number of new objects loaded
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Figure 7: Comparing query evaluation strategies for di�erent new database sizes.

In the next experiment, we held the size of the existing object collection constant at 10 Mb and varied the

size of the new object data set from 100 objects (0.2 Mb) to 100 Mb. Each new object again contained one

relationship to an existing object, targeted at random from the existing object collection. Figure 7 shows the

total time and number of I/Os incurred by immed-eval-index and deferred-eval. We did not run immed-eval,

since it was apparent from the �rst set of experiments that immed-eval could not scan a collection of 10 Mb

in a competitive length of time.

The cost of immed-eval-index is a constant multiple of the number of queries to evaluate, since each

query is evaluated separately and has a constant cost. With a 10 Mb existing object collection, the height

of the B+-tree index is two. The root page stays in the bu�er pool, and the cost of evaluating each query is

two I/Os: one index page and one object page. Since each new object description contains one query, the

cost of immed-eval-index grows linearly with the number of new objects.
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The cost of deferred-eval also grows linearly with the number of new objects. However, the cost of

scanning the existing object collection stays constant. It is the cost of saving the query instantiations in the

instantiation table, and then building a hash table on them, which grows with the number of new objects.

Because many (approximately 140) query instantiations can �t on one page of the instantiation table, and

each page is written and then read just once, the number of I/Os required to handle an increasing number of

queries grows much more slowly than the number of queries. Figure 7(b) illustrates the di�erent rates of I/O

growth exhibited by immed-eval-index and deferred-eval. The di�erent I/O growth rates underly the total

times displayed by each algorithm; both the number of I/Os and the total time incurred by immed-eval-index

are roughly four to �ve times those incurred by deferred-eval.

5.3 Varying the number of queries
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Figure 8: Comparing query evaluation strategies when varying the number of queries.

For the third experiment, we varied the total number of relationships to existing objects. We held the

size of the existing object collection constant at 10 Mb, and also held the size of the new data set constant

at 10 Mb. The number of queries ranged from 10 to 50,000, which is 1 per new object created. The total

time used by each algorithm is shown in Figure 8: in Figure 8(a) we show the times for all the strategies

for 10 to 500 queries, in Figure 8(b) we show the times for immed-eval-index and deferred-eval for 10 to

5000 queries, and in Figure 8(c) we show the times for immed-eval-index and deferred-eval for 100 to 50,000

queries, which is one query per new object.

Our �rst observation is that when there are only 10 queries, the cost of scanning the entire existing object

collection for each query is not that high relative to the cost of writing the query instantiations to disk and

reading them back again. In fact, since the collection scan in immed-eval ceases once a match is found, on

average only half of the collection is scanned. Therefore, immed-eval is a reasonable algorithm for evaluating
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10 queries (although immed-eval-index is better). However, for 100 queries, the CPU cost of scanning the

collection begins to dominate immed-eval's performance, and with 500 queries (one query per hundred new

objects) immed-eval takes more than an order of magnitude longer (2961 vs. 207 seconds) to complete the

load than either immed-eval-index or deferred-eval.

For small numbers of queries (10 to 1000), immed-eval-index is as good as or slightly better than deferred-

eval. This is because the cost of 1 or 2 I/Os per query for immed-eval-index, on the one hand, is balanced

by the cost of scanning all 1250 pages of the existing object collection for deferred-eval, on the other hand.

(Recall that most of the index for the 10 Mb existing object collection stays in the bu�er pool, so the index

lookups are fairly cheap. If the collection, and hence the index, were larger, deferred-eval would become the

faster algorithm sooner, with fewer queries.) Once the number of queries exceeds the number of pages in the

existing object collection, deferred-eval is always the best algorithm.

5.4 Varying the number of distinct queries
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Figure 9: Comparing query evaluation strategies when varying the number of distinct queries.

For the �nal experiment, we held the number of queries constant, but varied the number of distinct

queries from 10 to 50,000 (the number of distinct objects). That is, when there were few distinct queries,

many of the queries were duplicates. The number of objects in the existing collection and the data set

remained constant, both at 50,000 or 10 Mb. We present the results in Figure 9.

Since immed-eval is insensitive to the number of distinct queries (it scans the entire collection for each

query), and it takes several orders of magnitude longer than the other algorithms when there are 50,000

existing objects and 50,000 queries, we do not present it.

Deferred-eval is also relatively insensitive to the number of distinct queries. The instantiation table

contains the same number of entries in all cases, and the existing object collection is scanned just once.
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Immed-eval-index, on the other hand, is very sensitive to the number of distinct queries. When there are

very few, then the relevant index and object pages remain in the bu�er pool, and the index lookups are very

cheap. However, once there are more distinct query targets than �t in the bu�er pool, immed-eval-index

again becomes roughly four times as expensive as deferred-eval.

5.5 Discussion

Immed-eval provides acceptable query evaluation performance only for very small collections of existing

objects (1-5 pages in size) or very few queries (tens of queries, regardless of the number of new objects).

Immed-eval-index is a much faster algorithm than immed-eval in all cases, and also quite simple to implement.

However, immed-eval-index relies on the existence of an appropriate index, and is still quite expensive for

large numbers of queries. Nonetheless, if the only algorithms available are immed-eval and immed-eval-index,

and there are a non-trivial number of queries, it is probably worth the cost of building an index to be able

to run immed-eval-index.

Although deferred-eval is signi�cantly more complicated to implement, if many queries are expected, or

the size of the existing object collection(s) is large, then it is worth the extra e�ort. Once deferred-eval has

been implemented, it is not necessary to also consider immed-eval-index: even when immed-eval-index is

slightly faster, deferred-eval's performance is within 20% of it.

We also note that if the instantiation table is implemented as a set of tuples, and joins between sets

of tuples and other object collections are supported, then implementing deferred-eval is greatly simpli�ed.

Each query instantiation is converted to a tuple as it is read in the data �le, and a join operator is invoked

to perform the join. In fact, a query optimizer may be invoked to choose the best join algorithm. If there are

multiple joins involved in the query (i.e., other joins are explicitly speci�ed by the query), then the optimizer

can also choose the optimal join order. The current state of Shore has neither a query optimizer nor query

operators, so we had to hand-code the join as part of the load implementation.

6 Conclusions

A bulk loading utility is critical to users of OODBs with signi�cant amounts of data. Loading data incre-

mentally is important to many users, whose data is generated incrementally. However, the newly loaded data

must be able to share relationships with previously loaded data. In this paper, we addressed the problem

of creating relationships between new objects and objects that already exist in the database. We proposed

using queries in the data �le to identify the existing objects and showed that although evaluating each query

separately provides a functional solution, it may not provide adequate performance for more than a small
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number of queries over a small portion of the existing database. We proposed evaluating all of the queries

together instead, using the deferred-evaluation strategy, and demonstrated that this approach scales with

the number of queries and size of the existing database to provide much better performance.

We explained the deferred-evaluation strategy as a join between the query function instantiations and the

collection over which the query ranges. Immediate-evaluation using an index corresponds to a nested-loops-

with-index join. This observation helps explain the performance results that �nd that immediate-evaluation

using an index is good for small numbers of queries, or small collection sizes. It is known that nested-loops-

with-index is the algorithm of choice when only a small percentage of the inner relation (the existing object

collection) participates in the join [DNB93]. This is the case both when there are few tuples in the outer

relation (few queries) and when there are few distinct tuples in the outer relation (few distinct queries).

Since all strategies handle updates to existing objects the same way, the di�erence in their relative

performance would not be a�ected if the relationships were unidirectional and did not require updates to

the existing objects. We recommend implementing the deferred-evaluation strategy as the strategy of choice

for evaluating all queries in the data �le. Even when it was slower in the performance tests, it was only

20% slower, and this was due to the particular join algorithm we used. In nearly all cases it was faster,

and in general, deferred-evaluation may employ any join technique, not just hash join. Optimally, deferred-

evaluation would be able to invoke a query optimizer to choose the best join technique, and then invoke

the join operator of choice; we believe that in this case, deferred-evaluation would always be the fastest

evaluation strategy.

Although in this study we focused on creating relationships that are described with the new objects,

simple extensions to the data �le syntax would also allow the creation of (unidirectional) relationships

from existing objects to new objects. Similar syntax extensions would further permit the creation of new

relationships among existing objects. (The object to be updated would be described by a query rather than

by a surrogate.) The same strategies we presented would apply to evaluating the queries and to updating

the existing objects.

Finally, we note that implementing an e�cient load algorithm using our techniques will be simple in

any OODB that supports value-based joins. If the todo and update lists and query instantiation table are

implemented as tables, then existing code may be used to create the lists, to join the id map and todo lists,

to sort the updates, and to optimize and evaluate the query functions. Writing the load algorithm is thereby

reduced to writing high-level code to perform and coordinate all of the steps.

Our future work on loading includes investigating when it would be better to dump and load an index

(along with the rest of the database) rather than regenerating the index entries during the load; our pre-
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liminary cost model shows that it may be cheaper to dump the index. We are also looking into reclustering

algorithms that dump and then reload objects and adding smart integrity checking to the load algorithms.

We are also interested in algorithms for loading objects in parallel on one or more servers with multiple

database volumes. In addition, we are integrating the load implementation with the higher levels of Shore

and turning it into a utility to be distributed with a future release of Shore.
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